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VOLUME 1—EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Missouri City (City) retained Citygate Associates, LLC (Citygate) to perform a Standards of
Coverage and Staffing Utilization Study for the Fire Department (Department). This study
included reviewing the adequacy of the existing deployment system from the current fire station
locations, locating as-needed future fire stations as growth occurs, and also a high level review of
the fire headquarters staffing and programs. This report is presented in three volumes, including
this Executive Summary (Volume 1) summarizing our findings and recommendations, a
Technical Report (Volume 2) that includes a Standards of Coverage (deployment) assessment
and a headquarters staffing review, and a Map Atlas of deployment coverage measures (Volume
3).
Throughout this report, Citygate makes key findings, and, where appropriate, specific action item
recommendations. Overall, there are 36 key findings and 21 specific action item
recommendations in Volume 2.
1.1

POLICY CHOICES FRAMEWORK

First, as the City Council understands, there are no mandatory federal or state regulations
directing the level of fire service response times and outcomes. The level of service and resultant
costs are a local community choice in the United States. The body of regulations on the fire
service provides that if fire services are provided, they must be done so with the safety of the
firefighters and citizens in mind. There is a constructive tension between a desired level of fire
services and the level that can actually be funded. Thus, many communities do not have the level
of fire services they may desire.
In growing communities like Missouri City, it is an even harder challenge to keep fire service
levels consummate with growth along with all the other competing needs as General Fund
revenues grow modestly. Over the past decade, Missouri City has made investments in its fire
services which serve as the City’s baseline commitment today.
This study will identify that, in the near term, additional investment in fire services is still
necessary as Missouri City continues to evolve. The fundamental policy choices are derived from
two key questions:
1.

What outcome is desired for an emergency? Is the desire to keep a building fire to
the room, building, or block of origin, and to emergency medical care in time to
lessen the possibility of preventable death and severe disability?

2.

Should equitable response time coverage be provided to all similar risk
neighborhoods? Once the outcomes are stated, the fire and emergency medical
services (EMS) deployment system must be designed to cover the most
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geography in the fewest minutes to meet the stated outcome goals. In a large
community such as Missouri City, with multiple neighborhoods, it must be
considered whether similarly developed areas, paying the same taxes, should all
receive the same response time from a fire services unit.
1.2

CITYGATE’S OVERALL OPINIONS ON THE STATE OF THE CITY’S FIRE SERVICES

Even with adding Station 5 in 2015, the City’s fire and emergency medical services have not
kept completely on pace with growth. The existing fire station first-due unit coverage areas are
still too large and thus the units are unable to meet best practice outcome response times to all
neighborhoods. In many emerging western states, cities allow non-contiguous neighborhoods to
develop somewhat quickly over a few years. Stated this way, new urbanizing communities do
not tend to grow outward from a solid core, with a grid or “right angle” classic street system. It is
increasingly common that newer communities, including Missouri City, build in clusters and
connect meandering subdivision streets to each other with longer main boulevards. For quality of
life and land owners, this can be a beneficial pattern. For fire services agencies trying to maintain
response times from the most efficient (fewest) number of fire stations, it is not a cost-effective
community design plan; most urban communities want shorter best-outcome response times to
keep small fires small and to save people with potentially fatal medical emergencies.
If best outcome response times to all similar risk and population density neighborhoods are
desired, Missouri City should consider at least one more fire station for a total of six in the near
term. It might be necessary, depending on the final City and Extra Territorial Jurisdiction (ETJ)
limits, to need seven to eight fire stations at buildout with appropriate apparatus and personnel.
1.3

CHALLENGE #1 – FIELD OPERATIONS DEPLOYMENT (FIRE STATIONS)

Fire department deployment, simply stated, is about the speed and weight of the attack. Speed
calls for first-due, all-risk intervention units (engines, ladder trucks, and/or ambulances)
strategically located across a department responding in an effective travel time. These units are
tasked with controlling moderate emergencies preventing the incident escalating to second alarm
or greater size, which unnecessarily depletes department resources as multiple requests for
service occur. Weight is about multiple-unit response for serious emergencies such as a roomand-contents structure fire, a multiple-patient incident, a vehicle accident with extrication
required, or a heavy rescue incident. In these situations, enough firefighters must be assembled
within a reasonable time frame to safely control the emergency, thereby keeping it from
escalating to greater alarms.
In Volume 2 of this study, the Technical Report, Citygate’s analysis of prior response statistics
and use of geographic mapping tools reveals that the City currently does not have adequate fire
station coverage across all areas in the City limits, much less the ETJ sections outside the City
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limits. The deployment system largely does not meet the City’s geographic coverage and
incident demands. The maps provided in Volume 3 and the corresponding text explanation
beginning in Volume 2 describes, in detail, the City’s current deployment system performance.
For effective outcomes on serious medical emergencies and to keep serious but still-emerging
fires small, best practices recommend that the first-due fire unit should arrive within 7:30 to 8:30
minutes of fire dispatch being alerted of an incident, 90 percent of the time. In the City, the
current fire station system provides the following unit response time performance, across a
variety of population density/risk areas for emergency medical and fire incident types. As the
table shows, no measure is close to a 7:30 to 08:30 best practice goal for an urban area.
Table 1—Call to Arrival Analysis
(Taken from Table 30 in Volume 2)
Station

2016

Department-Wide

10:13

Station 1

09:43

Station 2

10:49

Station 3

09:18

Station 4

10:37

Station 5

12:38

As Volume 2 of this report will detail, the dispatch, crew turnout, and travel times are all higher
than recommended best practices. However, the travel times are very long, resulting in the bulk
of the slow responses in Table 1. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 1710
recommends a 4:00-minute travel time goal in urban and suburban areas. As seen in Table 2,
none of the travel times meet this goal. There are several reasons for slower travel time such as a
curvilinear road network and open spaces further separating neighborhoods. Given the City is
close to buildout and has long ago set its planning policies and first five fire station locations, not
all of the travel time issues can be cost-effectively improved.
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Table 2—Travel Analysis
(Taken from Table 28 in Volume 2)
Station

2016

Department-Wide

07:29

Station 1

06:55

Station 2

07:53

Station 3

06:38

Station 4

07:46

Station 5

08:35

As a starting point, only 39.3 percent of the City’s public streets are within 4:00 minutes travel
time of a fire station, which is well below Citygate metropolitan buildout expectations of 70 to
90 percent. Even adding 1:00 minute to the coverage (5:00 minutes total) as some communities
do, increases the covered percent to 67.1 percent.
Missouri City’s travel times are reflective of the reality that, in congested urban areas, achieving
4:00-minute travel coverage to most the urban density neighborhoods will not be possible to 90
percent of the serious incidents from only five and even six fire stations.
If at least a six-station deployment plan can be achieved as modeled in this study, first-due unit
coverage improves to 44.2 percent at the fourth minute and 72.9 percent at the fifth minute
during normal traffic hours. Based on current and near-term known roads, an eight-station model
improves first-due unit coverage to 52 percent at the fourth minute and 77.2 percent at the fifth
minute during normal traffic hours.
As a measure of the impact of adding one or more fire stations, using current resident population
measures from American Fact Finder by census tract in 2016, adding a sixth fire station at the
site mapped in this study will bring 4,090 more residents into 4:00-minute travel time coverage.
If two more fire stations were to be added in the central City area, 9,487 current residents would
be within 4:00-minute travel time coverage. Even with three added stations, due to the
challenging-to-serve road network, 5,574 residents would be just outside 4:00-minute coverage
but within 6:00 minutes. These figures do not take into consideration any future growth, business
employees, or cross-City automobile traffic through these areas. In other words, 19,151 residents
are presently beyond 4:00-minute travel time coverage, yet they pay the same general taxes,
some of which fund fire services.
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1.4

CHALLENGE #2 – ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAMS STAFF CAPACITY

The current headquarters staff is at the minimum necessary, if not already too small, to provide
the required oversight for a full-service fire department. In addition, the Department faces
succession planning time burdens to replace near-retirement supervisors in addition to growing
the force to potentially add a sixth fire station. General administration, fiscal controls, training,
safety, and patient care quality assurance are not delivered within standards when too few
personnel are doing too many jobs. These issues should be addressed in parallel with considering
adding a sixth fire station.
1.5

OVERALL EVALUATION AND SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

If the risk of fire is to be limited to only part of the inside of an affected building, for the
foreseeable future, the City will need both a first-due firefighting unit, and Effective Response
Force (multiple-unit, also known as First Alarm) coverage, in all parts of the City and possibly
(dependent on revenue and annexation) the most populated areas of the ETJs, consistent with
current best practice recommendations.
While the volume of, and response times to, EMS incidents consume much of the City’s
attention, all communities need a “stand-by and readily available” firefighting force to respond to
fires that break out. The Fire Department provides paramedic squad and Emergency Medical
Technician fire crew care but, in addition, the threat of fire, even if low, still requires resources
in addition to EMS hourly demand for an effective response to emerging fires.
If the City can continue to add fire stations over time, as revenues permit, it will be able to:


Provide a more equitable response times to all similar risk neighborhoods.



Provide a depth of response when multiple, single-unit response incidents occur.



Provide a concentration of response units for high-risk properties.

The first deployment step for the City Council, in the near term, is to adopt updated and
complete performance measures starting at the time the 9-1-1 call is received, from which to set
forth fire service outcome expectations and, on an annual budget basis, monitor and fund Fire
Department performance.
Based on the deployment analysis contained in this study, Citygate’s multiple recommendations
in Volume 2 will strengthen deployment performance as incidents increase year to year. The
broad themes of our recommendations are:


Adopt updated, outcome-driven response time goals.
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1.6



Consider adding fire stations as economics allow to increase the equity of
coverage to similar neighborhoods.



Once a baseline response-time-to-outcome desired goal is identified by the City
Council, if coverage gaps occur, build a multi-year plan for additional fire
services balanced to revenue growth projections.

OVERALL HEADQUARTERS SERVICES EVALUATION AND SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings and recommendations for headquarters services, programs, and staffing should be
taken in the context of a best practice review. The Department has evolved as the City grew and
service demands changed. The current leadership is in the process of meeting training, safety,
and other best practices, but more needs to be done.
However, the Department’s organization of positions will likely continue to grow over at least
the next 10 years. Therefore, headquarters services need to be scalable to manage current
programs and to prepare the personnel and capital assets for the future. This is difficult for a
smaller agency.
Citygate cautions the City’s leadership that adding fire stations and personnel is not enough. The
line personnel also must be led, equipped, trained, and provided quality oversight to comply with
state and federal requirements. This requires the same serious commitment as providing
additional fire stations. Citygate advises the City that if it cannot fund both line and headquarters
positions in the safe manner required, that it first focus on headquarters positions. While this
seems counterintuitive, line firefighters that are not properly led, equipped, trained, and given
quality oversight are a danger to themselves and the community they serve. They can also
become a costly liability for accidents, injury, and apparatus loss time and claims.
Citygate does not recommend that the City stop adding fire stations, but Citygate recommends
that, as revenues increase with growth, if the City plans to add fire stations, then it should add the
appropriate balance of headquarters personnel to support line firefighters.
Citygate finds that, at present, the headquarters unit is at capacity and recommends that the City
consider headquarters additions before it hires additional personnel to staff another fire station.
The Department also must consider the shorter tenure of the fire management team and prepare
others for advancement along with the timely hiring of needed entry-level firefighters, either for
replacement or a new fire station.
The broad themes of our headquarters recommendations are:


Conduct an in-depth job task analysis time study of sworn and non-sworn
positions in fire administration.
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1.7



Complete the work with Fort Bend County EMS to locate an additional paramedic
ambulance in the City at a fire station.



Ensure all personnel are obtaining the minimum annual training needed.



Establish a succession plan for the expected turnover in senior supervisors as well
as the addition of personnel for a possible sixth fire station.



Review the frequency and type of fire inspections performed and determine if the
frequencies are suited for each type of risk; add inspectors as justified to meet
inspection needs and to enhance public education delivery.



Begin the process of siting and designing a modest training center.

NEXT STEPS

The City can continue to build on what it has accomplished to date in growing best-practicesbased fire and first responder EMS services. The purpose of this assessment is to compare the
Department’s current performance against the local risks to be protected, as well as to compare
against nationally recognized best practices. This analysis of performance forms the base from
which to make master plan recommendations for changes, if any, in fire station locations,
equipment types, staffing, and fire administration programs.
As a first step, the City Council should adopt updated, clearly measurable response time goals
for the City based on best practices and provide accountability for the Department personnel to
meet those standards. The goals identified in Recommendation #3 are consistent with national
best practices and risks to be protected in Missouri City. Measurement and planning as the City
continues to evolve will be necessary for the City to meet these goals.
Based on this evaluation, Citygate offers these likely next steps to move the Department forward:


Receive this study along with the Department’s new Strategic Plan and direct staff
to use the plans as the foundation for resource changes and headquarters staff
requests during the City’s normal budget cycles.



Consider and adopt a set of response time policies.



Work with the County’s ambulance system to house an additional paramedic
ambulance in the City.



Work to improve dispatch processing times and the overall quality of the
Department’s incident data tracking programs.



Conduct a job task analysis workload study for headquarters positions in fiscal
year 2018/2019, particularly if the City will open a sixth fire station in fiscal year
2019/2020.
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Finalize a plan for the siting, construction, and opening of a sixth fire station in
the southeastern portion of the City.
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